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Egress eDiscovery and Analytics
Secure email reporting and analytics for meeting regulatory requirements,
maintaining business continuity and preventing data breaches.
With increasing pressure placed on organizations to maintain compliance
with data protection and retention legislation, as well as preserve business
continuity, organizations need a secure way to effectively store and access
all email content. Egress eDiscovery and Analytics offers the ability to
index, archive and instantly search plaintext and encrypted email content.
Organizations can then understand and analyze their data, quickly perform
internal investigations such as subject access requests (SARs) and meet
compliance requirements including for GDPR and HIPAA, etc.

Benefits
DD Gain a deeper understanding of
organizational email data
DD Meet legislative and industry
compliance requirements, including for
GDPR and HIPAA, etc.
DD Respond to information requests and
subject access requests quickly and easily
DD Maintain business continuity with
complete email archive, download and
reply functionality
DD Monitor usage of email security solutions
and improve uptake
DD Secure personally identifiable and
commercially sensitive data but provide
easy access for authorized users
DD Audit and report on document
classification events, plus location
changes, document edits and
filename changes

Advanced discovery and compliance reporting
With regulations requiring efficient fulfilment of data requests, eDiscovery
and Analytics provides search templates for accelerated report generation
when compiling a data subject’s information. As well as the ability to search
across encrypted emails and files, intelligent optical character recognition
technology makes keyword searches within images and scanned
documents possible. A redaction tool can then obscure non-relevant
sensitive data prior to sending the report to the data subject.
Integration with Egress Email Classification enables reporting on document
classification across an organization. This includes automated document
similarity reports and the ability to track classified data, including
when documents have been edited, renamed or had a
classification downgrade.

DD Apply additional layers of protection
using multi-factor authentication
DD Adopt an email encryption solution
without compromising archiving
functionality

Integrated access to personal archives with fast,
comprehensive search
eDiscovery and Analytics enhances staff productivity with access to encrypted and
plaintext email from a single location through a simple user interface, via the web browser
or from within Outlook. Users can explore their personal archives while administrators can
monitor the entire email archive, using search parameters and options to search inside
attachments, as well as the email body and subject lines. Reporting provides in-depth
analysis of how employees are securing sensitive data, allowing targeted improvements
to be made to organizational data security processes. The powerful analytics engine also
provides real-time, detailed information for drilled-down monitoring and investigations.
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Flexible infrastructure for bespoke archiving and data protection
The complexity of an organization’s infrastructure can often be a barrier to effective
archiving and security solutions, which is why eDiscovery and Analytics is platform
and provider agnostic with full cloud, on-premise and hybrid implementations
available, including US-only data centers for hosting. Implementation is completely
flexible, with the option to automatically store highly sensitive email content onpremise while benefitting from cloud storage for non-sensitive data, including
Microsoft Azure Blob storage. eDiscovery and Analytics also integrates into Outlook,
helping users access their personal archives directly from their desktop. Automated
system triggers and report generation further aides customization and integration.
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“We decided to use Egress
eDiscovery and Analytics to
help monitor and manage
our compliance with both
data protection law and
industry best practice.”

Egress Secure Email and File Transfer
Egress Email Classification
Egress Risk-based Protection

DD Index and store encrypted and
plaintext email content
DD Rapid search and access of
archived emails and attachments
DD Search templates for fast responses
to data requests
DD Redaction of non-pertinent data
when fulfilling data requests
DD AES-256 bit encryption encrypts all
content at rest and in transit
DD Character recognition for search
within images and scanned files
DD Classification auditing for
document tracking and searches
based on file similarity
DD Can be deployed on-premise, fully
hosted or in a hybrid system
DD Choice of hosting and location,
including MS Azure Blob and AWS
DD Full auditing and reporting of all
system and user interactions
DD Fast import of historic email data
and existing PST files
DD Discovery for exportable analytics
DD Restrictions on data searching
DD Multi-factor authentication
available via SMS and QR code
Visit www.egress.com for more
features and information

About Egress
Egress takes a people-centric approach to data security – helping users receive, manage
and share sensitive data securely to meet compliance requirements and drive business
productivity. Using machine learning, Egress ensures information is protected relative
to the risk of a data breach and reduces user friction to ensure smooth adoption.
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